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About This Game

Highway of death - this race, which require from player good reaction. Maneuver the car in different directions, so as not to
crash and overtake the car as well as to collect the stars. Management is carried out by means of two keys "left" and "right". To

successfully complete the level of the game, the player must collect a certain minimum number of stars. The game has 10 levels.
The higher the level,the greater the speed of the car!

Key features:
 - Random world generation

 - Increasing speed depending on the selected level.
 - The game is suitable for all ages!

 - Pleasant design of the game
 - 40 achievements
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Recommended by a friend, i ♥♥♥♥ing married him since then
But i still have a question, is the crossplay between android and pc real?
. A good DLC that provides some great challenge campaigns.. Big fan of Kenny Sun's games. Loved Circa Infinity and love
YANKAI'S TRIANGLE so far already immensely!. Fun, simple game. nice graphics. Should keep you occupied for a while. I
seldom buy games at their release, but games by Image & form are an exception.
This i totally different from their earlier titles in terms of game mechanic, being a card driven JRPG. But I think they pulled this
one off aswell, and I am confident to say that most people that are into this genre will like this game.

I believe I am half-way into the game, and I really enjoy it so far! But there are cons for sure.
This is my personal short pros and cons:

Pros:
- Very enjoyable fights and rpg-elements
- Great in-fight interface
- Addictive and rewarding gameplay
- Good music
- Nice gfx overall
- Runs on low specs
- Relaxing and light

Cons:
- Mediocre story, even though it is funny from time to time, it doesn't leave an impression at all
- Semi-boring world (I like all other steamworld atmospheres for sure, but this one is kind of bland)
- Quite bad controls while moving the character outside of fights

All in all a great game when you just want to play relaxing, fun and rewarding game.

Just about 8/10

. Could've been good. Isn't.. A decent enough little game. It's not quite the best pirate game by CoG, but it's a bit of a crowded
field; Choice of the Pirate, Red Sails, etc. In all, I'd say it really does feel quite a lot like a TTRPG with a halfway decent GM.
Some parts feel a bit forced, and others feel a bit glossed over, but that's often to be expected in tabletop. The romance options
are decent, but not examplary; I remember them, but it's not like the love interests in Choice of Robots or Choice of Magics.
The skills are usually pretty clear about what does what, though combat skills can get a bit confusing if you're not familiar with
7th Sea; To be wholly sure, I had to do a bit of googling. In all, I do recommend it; it's solid all round, though it's not quite on
the level of some of the other entires by Choice of Games.. I can't believe I wasted money on this. It brings back all the things
you forgot old games had problems with - path finding, AI, connecting to another person on LAN and also launching the game
in the first place. An old game and not worth it!. Played 35 minutes and it crashed after i beat Steel Fury on career mode and it
keeps crashing when i try to reload my career game.. This is a pretty fun game. I nice change from your typical wave shooter.
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The tutorial does a great job of teaching you how to play and the controls are great on the Vive. The visuals are impressive and
the effects are eye candy. The physics are great as well, and throwing the orb thing feels accurate and polished.

The game could use more content, such as different modes or levels. You play in the same space each and every game, so having
other places to play at would be great. (a jungle maybe? :P)

My overview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-BJ7LZEgwI
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The only game on the market that really pays respect to the incredible concept that is The Thing. Great game, only needs a
bigger crowd backing it up. Look forward to future updates.. Hang about??! So I bought the game, now FTP... and I need to buy
it again?! This studio can suck my big hairy toe... First off, I hate how much I love this game. I don't like puzzle games. I get
bored with puzzle games. Give me grand strategy or 4x or simulators or FPS! Anything but a stupid, childish puzzle game.
However, after fifteen minutes of tutorials on an average weeknight I was completely seduced by Opus Magnum. Intensely
addictive, incredibly engaging, I fell head over heels in love with this game.. The game is good but there are far too many bugs
here; at least once per dungeon I get stuck on a loading screen (especially when going up or down floors) or the game freezes
and I have to start again, considering this is an already successful Vita game that has been brought over to STEAM I think this is
pretty ridiculous. Losing an hours progress is a very quick way to dampen my mood especially if I just got back from work and
want to de-stress. Fix it and the review changes.. This game is a very unique game. The first couple levels are straight forward,
but then it gets really challenging. Regardless, I was able to beat all 40 of the levels in less than four hours of gameplay. I love
the customization mode where you can make your own domino creations.

I have two problems with this game so far. First, the physics tends to change extremely frequently. In other words, if your
domino placement doesn't work one time, it could work the next time without any alterations. Second, testing out a Domino set
could shift your dominos completely. These problems are especially apparent when you attempt to play the challenging levels.

Overall, as a domino enthusiast, this game is really great. However, the game's problems need to be fixed in a next update..
Great game design but the hitboxes don't function so well that sometimes whenever I begin launching balls even directly at a
number box, the game won't register which ends up wasting a turn.. I am ware that Sierra is now defunct, but hust in case you
were thinking about buying this game in a sale, DON'T.

Not only does it not work out of the box, which is a big problem.

Not only is the tutorial broken.

Not only does it introduce a needlessly complex crafting system.

THEY TOOK AWAY THE PROVINCIAL VIEW.

And other bad design decisions. But mainly the provence view and cohort battle simulations, which were the best part. Now it
just feels like a cheezy ripoff of the sim city phone game.. Eh. Its a good concept, but theres just not enough here, im not
connected emotionally to the wolves beyond sab doggo
:((( , the hunters took the pup yeah but why? Maybe you murdered the RSPCA.

C- see me after class.. I have no friends to play locally ;-;
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